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Abstract
The paper summarises the main design and construction issues of two highly skewed post
tensioned concrete bridges built along the A4 motorway connecting Milan to Turin.
The twin bridges cross over the main railway lines connecting Milan to Switzerland and to
north-western Italy and France. The two structures are characterized by a very high skew (61°) and
extreme slenderness.
The bridges are 50m long (47m span), 20m wide each (4 lane carriageways) and 80cm thick
so as to allow the required clearance for the underneath railway lines. In order to support the two
slender postensioned slabs, lateral edge beams shaped in the form of crash barrier have been added
on both sides.
The structures are the largest and heaviest single span slabs ever built in Italy so far. The
slabs were cast in situ and post-tensioned behind the abutments and subsequently push launched
over the railway lines without intermediate supports so as to eliminate every possible interference
with the railway operations.
With such a skew and a total weight of the each single slab in excess of 2500 ton, the
launching showed some interesting features and unexpected behaviour discussed in the paper.
Keywords: Skew, post-tensioning, push launching, high strength concrete
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Introduction

The A4 motorway is the main Italian road infrastructure running East-West along the so called
European Corridor V from the Slovenian border to the French one, via Venezia, Milano and
Torino. Taking advantage of the construction of the new high speed railway line between Torino
and Milano along the same corridor, the A4 motorway has been widened from a 10 m platform to
a 18 m platform each carriageway.
Just outside Milano, driving westbound, the motorway crosses the railway corridor
connecting Milano to western Italy and Switzerland.
The original crossing was made of two concrete bridges, built in the ’70 and ’80 of the last
century no worth widening.
The replacement structures had to span the same length without the intermediate support
used for the old structures. Their depth had to be kept to a minimum to increase the underneath
clearance for the train line as requested by the Italian Railway Agency.
These constrains have been met with two highly skewed postensioned slabs, spanning 47 m
with a depth of only 80 cm. Since the 80 cm thickness was not sufficient, the lateral edges of the
slabs have been strengthened with extradosed lateral beams serving also as rigid crash barriers for
the motorway platform (Fig. 1-2).
The design and construction of these structures has been particularly demanding, not only
because of the slenderness, the skew and the distorting, although necessary, effect of the edge
beams but also because they have been casted in situ beyond the abutment and subsequently push
launched over the railway lines.
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The structural design

Since the motorway carriageway crosses the railway lines at 29o angle, the slabs are two trapezoid
21m wide (total platform width plus edge beams) and 50 m long (47 m span) with a skew of 61o.
Each of them rest on 5+5 bearings, 2 under each edge beam and another 3 equally spaced in
between. Abutments are made of two reinforced concrete walls founded on plinths. Since the new
plinths rest partly on the old ones, the granular (mostly sand) soil has been jet-grouted. Given the
width of the motorway and the high skew, the two abutments are 70 m long each.

Fig. 1 Slab plan (one carriageway)
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Fig. 2 Cross section of the two slabs (entire motorway platform)

The initial investigations pointed out that the available thickness (80 cm) was not sufficient for that
type of span and plan configuration. Span measured perpendicularly to the abutment is in fact much
smaller (22 m) but the two slab edges parallel to the motorway platform were simply too long to
sustain the load with such a small thickness.
The only solution was therefore to introduce extradosed lateral beams to stiffen and
strengthen the two edges although aware that these two beams would behave quite differently from
the rest of the slabs rotating the stress pattern and attracting significant forces. The introduction of
these edge beams called for a specific arrangement of the post-tensioning cables, somehow
different from what would be generally advisable for the same slab without edge beam (cfr.[1]).
The post tensioning cables can be divided in 3 families:
• Longitudinal post tensioning in the edge beams. Each beam has been postensioned with 7
tendons made of 19 06“ super strand. Layout of the cables is depicted in Fig. 3. Cables remain
above the neutral axis near the obtuse support because the skew provide there a sort of built in
moment.
• Transverse post tensioning in the slab, 43 cables of 15 strands. This post-tensioning has been
laid out perpendicular to the edge beams. This simplify the anchorages and installation and
comes very close to the optimal configuration which would concentrate and fan out of the
obtuse angle.
• Longitudinal post tensioning in the slab, 24 cables of 19 strands. This post tensioning could not
be laid out parallel to the carriageway axis without a significant loss of efficiency. It has been
therefore rotated following the two obtuse angle alignment.

Fig. 3 Prestressing tendons layout. Slab plan and edge beam profile (enlarged)
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The structural behaviour - Finite element modelling

The structural analysis were carried out using full 3D (brick) finite element models of the finished
bridges and of the various launching phases (Fig. 4-5). Given the geometry of these slabs a full 3D
model was the only reasonable approach since a plate model could not properly depict the effect of
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the extradosed edge beams both in terms of global bending behaviour and shear and torsion
localizations near the obtuse support.
The drawback of the brick models is pre and the post-processing. In pre-processing, forces
applied by the prestressing tendons must be calculated and applied with some reasoning to account
for the actual mesh size. In post-processing, stresses need to be integrated so as to obtain
meaningful quantities for the design of the rebar reinforcement, check of serviceability condition
(crack opening) and limit state capacity calculation.
The task is complicated by the fact that the structure must be analysed for all the different
configurations encountered during the push launching, roughly one each 4m advancement. As
typical for these type of very heavy structures, launching conditions are often very severe since
self weight is much larger than superimposed and live loads that are applied with the structure in its
final configuration.

Fig. 4 The finite element model on final supports

Fig. 5

The finite element model used for the launching phases

The finite element mesh has been aligned (skewed) with the actual structure. 8 node isoparametric
brick elements are therefore skewed as the actual structure. The brick elements are roughly 1m
each side in plan and 40cm in depth (2 elements across the depth of the slab). The meshing of the
edge beams is similar and therefore is made of 4 x 3 elements across the section. Globally the mesh
of a single slab in service conditions is made of 6456 nodes and 4126 brick elements.
The structure response under the predominant loading condition, a uniform load of roughly
30 kN/m2 (sum of self weight, superimposed and live load) shows a significant saddle effect with
the forces aligned between the obtuse angles. Without the edge beams this central saddle would
carry the vast majority of the applied load with very high stresses and large vertical deflection of
the two slab lateral edges. Thanks to the edge beams, some of the load is taken by these beams and
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the intermediate supports placed in front of them, following the same alignment of the central
saddle.
Although the slab rest on 5+5 bearings, almost 50% of the load is taken by the two of them
placed under the edge beams at the obtuse angle. For this reason the edge beams section, carved all
along the bridge becomes full (rectangular) approaching these supports so as to provide the
sufficient shear and torsional strength (Fig. 6). Since the 5+5 supports are highly redundant, their
reaction has been tuned so as to optimize forces and stresses in the structure. Basically once the
slab were lowered into position specified distortions were applied so as to transfer part of the load
from the above said supports to the intermediate ones. Increasing the reaction on the intermediate
supports strongly alleviate bending in the longitudinal beams.

Fig. 6 Principal tensile stress under dead load (upper and bottom face)

During launching, the slabs behaved quite differently from the final configuration. After casting
and tensioning of the tendons, the slabs rested on the two concrete wall placed under the slab edge
beams. In the subsequent phases, during launching, the slab were partly supported on the above
said walls and partly on skates placed on the two abutments. Given the high redundancy of the
scheme and its variability during the slab advancement, a significant compliance was introduced
using rubber pads clad in Teflon.
The finite element model of the launching phases had therefore to account not only of this
compliance and spatial variability of the supports, but also had to properly model the steel
launching trusses and the bond between these trusses and the slab.
Each launching phases finally required a different configuration of the boundaries (all of
them highly redundant) and the superposition of the prestressing effect on these ever changing
boundaries conditions.
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Construction and launching

It has been clear from the beginning of the project that the main construction issue was the erection
method. Cast in situ of the two slab in their final position was simply not allowed by the client
since no intermediate supports could be placed in between the tracks. Without intermediate
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supports for the scaffolding, casting of over 5000 ton of concrete over the railway line was simply
not feasible.
The two slabs had to be cast and prestressed on the embankment Milano side and
subsequently shifted into position. In order to do that, the A4 motorway had been previously
moved onto a temporary bridge built hundred meters beside the existing one.
At first, launching was supposed to take advantage of the existing concrete piers of the old
bridge (strengthened where needed) so as to reduce forces in the launching equipment and in the
slabs by slashing down the free launching span to half. This solution would have required the
subsequent interruption of the railway line to finish of with the demolition of these intermediate
supports.
Finally it was decided to totally demolish the existing structure and therefore launch the new
one without intermediate supports over 50m span, a distance greater then the final span because
launching skates could only be placed beyond the final bearings, that had to be already in place
during launching.
The actual solution for the push launching was devised together with Guerini Elio S.r.l., an
Italian company specialised in this type of operations. Again, the mixed behaviour of the two
ribbed slabs opened up the possibility for different solutions as launching could relay to various
degrees on the edge beams to summon and carry the load. The final solution was a very robust and
reliable compromise, where the edge beams were used to guide an push the structure but the actual
load over the railway line was supported by 3 steel trusses, 100m long, each with a bending
capacity of 5000 ton·m. These trusses were anchored on the extrados of the slab for 40 m roughly
thus cantilevering out for another 60 m. A transition segment with robust plated girders to take the
very high shear loads during launching, allows these trusses to surmount the slab still providing
a continuous sliding surface aligned with the slab intrados (Fig. 8).
Connection between the trusses and the slab was made with 60mm vertical bars anchored into the
slab (Fig. 7) and with some of the slab longitudinal prestressing tendons (4 for each truss),
provisionally anchored to the above said undergirder of the trusses.

Fig. 7 The slab prestressing (left). The anchorages of the truss girders before casting (right).

The transverse position of these trusses have been chosen so as to evenly distribute the load
between the 3 of them. 2 are therefore placed side by side close to the edge beam aligned with the
(forward) obtuse angle and the third one beside the other edge beam.
The slabs have been cast on two 100m long concrete launching girders. The length of these
girder allowed for casting of the slab and the erection of the trusses to be carried out all on one side
(Milano). Subsequently, the first 50 m run was used to launch the trusses above the railway line
(Fig. 9) and the subsequent 50m to launch the actual slab.
Prestressing tendons tensioning started within 1 week of the slab casting, with concrete cubic
resistance already above 60 MPa compared to a design (28 days) resistance of 55 MPa.
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During the push launching phases, in order to balance hogging moments in the slab coming
out of the launching walls, it was decided to avoid the use of provisional prestressing. The slab has
been continuously kept with a concave (sagging) geometry by imposing distortion to the launching
trusses via the hydraulic skates positioned on the landing abutment. (Fig. 8). With the same
hydraulic skates the slabs have been rotated and the rear 10m of the slabs lifted from the launching
walls so has to have the whole slab on skates (6 each abutment) for the last 15m longitudinal run.

Fig. 8 The front connection between the launching girder and the slab (left). The skates and jacks on
the landing abutment (right)

Fig. 9 The initial phase of the longitudinal launching of the first slab.

In order to reduce tensile stresses in the upper fibres of the edge beams during launching (highest
stresses were predicted just half way through the launching with the slab resting 25 m on the
launching girder and jetting out 25 m on the rail) tensioning of some of the longitudinal tendons of
these beams has been postponed till the slab reached its final positions.
Once finished with the longitudinal advancement of the first slab, it has been translated in
the transverse direction into its final position so has to use the same casting and launching platform
(strip foundation and concrete walls and scaffolding) for the second slab (Fig. 10).
The first slab was cast, despite of very unfavourable weather conditions, in January 2009 and
its longitudinal launching finished by the end of March. The second slab was cast by the end of
April and the launching finished by the end of May. While tensioning the second slab the first slab
was used to move back on the Milano side the launching truss girders to be assembled on the
second slab after the transverse translation of the first slab.
During the longitudinal push launching of the two slabs the extreme skew give rise to some
unexpected behaviours that are worth mentioning. Although the longitudinal advancement seemed
to be straight forward with load applied from the rear with 2x200 ton jacks auto anchored against
the concrete launching walls and all the steel trusses longitudinally aligned and resting on the
landing skates on the opposite abutment, the two slabs sturdily refused to march on a straight line.
The lack of symmetry with respect to the longitudinal launch axis give rise to a strong torque and
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misalignment of the slab that had to be constantly fought adjusting the thrust of the two main
driving rear jacks and also adding other temporary reaction points along the drive.

Fig. 10 The driving jacks and the skate system for the transverse translation

Fig. 11 Halfway through the launching, rail traffic unaffected.

Since almost 80% of the reaction goes towards the obtuse angles of the slab and the two being one
in front and one in the back are in different conditions, tangential forces (friction) tend to be
significantly different between the two thrusting alignments (launching walls).
A tendency to deviate from the correct alignment in the initial phases of push launching is
a well known effect that tend to arise to a certain degree in all bridge launchings although quickly
vanishes after the first couple of spans are on track.
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Another partially unexpected effect that took place during launching is the following. At the
end of the longitudinal launching, the first slab was left resting on the provisional supports (skates).
These supports were aligned with the launching truss girder bottom chords therefore clustered at
the 4 angles of the slab. The longitudinal launching was halted short of the final position by
roughly 50cm (a final push was then required to find the exact alignment for the transverse
translation to be carried out). As already said, the slab free span on the provisional supports was
larger than the that of the slab in service condition. Adding the above said 50cm at the obtuse angle
caused an increase of bending (hogging) moment in the edge beam of over 1500 ton*m. In this
configuration the first slab showed a noticeable sag of nearly 8cm. Although the finite element
model simulations proved the configuration to be safe and the slab deformations elastic and
reversible, many doubted it could be reverted as in fact happened, when the slab was finally
lowered on the bearings and their reaction tuned according to the final design values.
There obviously exist many large span concrete structures that exhibit an appreciable
flexibility but not many were prepared to see such deformations in a monolithic slab of that kind of
span.

Fig. 12 The two slabs in their final position – The extreme skew conjure the optical illusion of the two
slab being different
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Conclusions

Due to a number of site specific constraints, crossing of the A4 motorway over the railway corridor
at Certosa called for quite a singular concrete structure, very large, very skewed but also
particularly slender. Although sporting so many peculiarities the design and making of this
structure highlighted some interesting issues applicable to concrete and post tensioned concrete in
general.
• Erection of concrete structure by push launching is particularly effective, both technically and
economically. Push launching often allows to cast in situ the whole structure eliminating some
of the weaknesses of precasting, such as transportation, erection and assembly. The push
launching itself can be very fast and straightforward and should always considered as an
alternative when erecting large spans.
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• Extradosed concrete structures have great potentialities and may be used in a variety of
situations, also in lieu of standard beam and slab configurations. Contrary to extradosed steel
structures, concrete ones do not suffer from instability and accidental impact which is the most
serious cause of concern for the steel one.
• The use of high and ultra-high strength concretes, especially when associated with fibre
reinforcements, open up the possibility to built RC structure with a completely different
behaviour from those we have been used to, in the last century. The design of these new type of
structures need to address problems such as slenderness, flexibility and geometry similarly to
what is customary in steel design. Also crack control is something completely different given
the huge increase in ductility of fibre reinforced concrete.
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